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"['he nortlinear dynamics of kinetic A_fvdn waves, resonantly excited by ener-
getic ions/alpha particles, is investigated. It is shown that a-partic}es govern
both linear instability and nonlinear saturation dynamics, while the back-
ground MHD turbulence results onl:_, in a nonlinear real frequency shift. The
most efficient saturation mechanism is fotmd to be self-induced profile modi-

fication. Expressions for the fluctuation amplitudes and the c_-particle rad}al
flux are sv}f-consistently derived. Tb_e work represents the first self-consistent,
r,urbulent treatment of collective c_-partic[e Iosses by Alfvdnic fluctuations.
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Ar_ably, the most critical issue for the next generation of fusion experiments, which
wilI -_me to grips with the physics of ignited plasmas, will be the confinement of fusi,on

product alpha particles. The importance of the 3.5 MeV a-parti_cles produced by the
deuterium-tritium reaction stems from the fact that as they thermalize with. the bulk

plasma particles, they progressively reduce the need for externM heating _,,nti] a point
is reached when even in the absence of such heating sources, the plasma continues to
_burn" on its own provisions (so-called ignition phase). The promise of thermonuclear
self-heating, however, may be nullified if the a-particles are Lost due to collective p,rocesses
before they have had time to thermahze. An understanding of the nonlinear interaction
between the a-particles and the bulk plasma, and the ensuing fluctuation-driven losses iis
therefore of immediate interest. Previous attempt_l at nonhnear analyses have been based
eithe- on non-self-consistent treatments (i.e., faslI ion toss due to orbit stochastization
in a prescribed turbulent bath), t or single-wave tlrapping. 2 In this work, we present the
first self-consistent, turbulent treatment of collectiive e_ergetic particie tosses induced by
high-frequency, Alfvdnic fluctuations.

Our approach is to choose a model that is a) tractable enough that fundamental issues
can be addressed with a minimum of algebraic comptications;, and b) general enough
lh_at qualitative conclusions (e.g., relative importance of the various nonlinearities, nature
of saturation dynamics, etc.) with broad applicability .can be drawn. It is with this
philosophy in mind that we choose as our working paradigm, the nonlinear dynamics of
kinetic Atfvdn waves (KAW) resonantly excited by energetic ions/a-particles. It is well
know,: that KAW's, which are shear Alfvbn waves discretized by finite Larmor radius

(FLR) effects, 3 can be [inearly destabilized via inverse Landau resonances bv energetic
ions 44't if the singularit.v (continuum) associated with ktl = 0 [kll,(r) = (n -rn)q)/R. q(r)
is the plasma safety factor, R is the plasma major radius, and (rn, n)are the poioidal and
toroidal mode numbers, respectively] does not fall inside the plasma, r The eigenmodes
are radially localized (i.e., kj. __ k, >> ko), and form a standing wave between the tocation

of the Alfv_nresonance lr = r.4, _,_"= _._(rA)] and the plasma center (r = 0). Using the
ordering 1 > _.,_/_z > k_p_ [_= __ iva=sin0V_ i,s the a-particle precessional magnetic
drift frequency, v_= = (vll2 +vj._'/2)/Rf_=, p, = rl/2pi is the ion gyroradius at the electron
r_emperature, r = T_/Ti is the electron-ion temperature ratio, and f_o = eoB/rn=c is the
e gyrofrequency], the mode frequency and growth rate can be straightforwardIy derived

(T_ = Ti - T_ for simplicity) _s, -t-_.4 [1 + (7/8) 2 2 _:• - -
71.1/2 ':' 2/_2p.,tktllv_lvt_ << ,.,_, where va = B/(4_rm,n,) _/2 is the Alfven speed. _-'t, is the
electron thermal speed, L: = gR is the connection length,

q2 /0' 0_._2(,, 3¢z,. _,-3/24 '2 - + (t)
O - _.,/t.,_ is the velocity normalized to the birth speed, _z._,_ = kov_,p,,/Lpa is the
a-particle diamagnetic frequency at birth energy, Lp-2 = -dlnp_/d," is t,he a-particle
pressure scale length, and a slowing-down a distribution function has, been adopted F0_ =
_,_(r)/'2"_/2rrmoE,,] E -a/_. E _<E,_ (E_, = c,_/2 is the birth energy). The first term in the
expression for the growth rate is the hot-_ destabilization, while the second is stabilization



due to etectron Landau damping (since these modes are relatively }ocalized, they do not
experience continuum damping). A necessary condition for instability is _.v_ > _-'A,with
wavelengths in the range q2/3_,(qR/L,,o)(vo/vA) 2 > kopi > (T¢/T_,)t/2(Lp_/R)(vA/v,:)
(where T_ = rnoE,_). The radial mode width is set by the balance between FLR and the
Atfv6n scale tength (LA I = dln_A/dr)': _z __ (p, LA) ,1/2.

. We now turn to nonlinear theory. To begin with, since the modes are di.spersive and
"tl _ .X_.,_<< _, (A_,_ is the turbulent decorretation frequency which wilt be determined
as part of the nonlinear calcul.ation), a weak turbulence analysis is called for. We first
consider the types of nonlinear interactions that are possible between the en.ergetic a's
and the background plasma. As we shall ,_e, there are in general two types of electro-
magnetic nonlinearities: i)the co:re plasma magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) nontinearity,
and ii) the a-particle nonlinearity. Each of these nonlinearities, in turn, can couple to
the bulk p}asma and to the energetic c_'s. Now although individually, the core plasma
nonlinearities dominate the hot particle nonlinearities (a simple estimate shows that the
ratio of the nonlinear background J × B force to the _-particte noMinearity _s,of order
_,.'Ano_c't_/cz_no,_ur_ >> 1), there can be subtle cancel:Iatior_s which render saturation by
MHD turbulence ineffective. Indeed, wefind that in the radially Local [imit, energetic
partictes govern both tinear instability and nonlinear saturation dynamics, whereas MHD
turbulence contributes only a nonUnear rem frequency shift. The possibility of saturation
by MHD turbulence in a radially nonlocal theory may yet remain viabte.

We now proceed to prove these qualitative statements by expticit calculation. Con-
" sider first the nonlinear dynamics of the bulk plasma. There are two classes of possible

interactions associated with the ambient turbulence, n,ameIy nonlinear coupling of the
KAW's to other waves in the turbulent spectrum or coupling to ion acoustic turbulence.
V_) explore the former class of interactions first and return to the second later. We adopt
a two-field, FLR-modified MHD turb_x[eace mode[ which reproduces the linear th.eorv
results. The model is characterized bv an Ohm's law and a vorticity equation:

3) r :r l l 2 u.4 ,, c
at Lt + (i- i 1.iii:+ × v,4 (")

C 2 C

(v,, + ×v.a,,. <:3)

where ,_. '-til, and :_l}= -(c/4_r)_7_,*ill are the perturbect electrostatic potential, parallel
vector potential, and parallel current, respectively. The first term in Eq. ('2) is tb,e per-.

0 turbed induction parallel electric fieId, the second is the modifcation due to FLR effects,
the third is electron Landau damping, the fourth represents tlae turbulent advection of
magnetic flux by the fluid, the fifth is the perturbed electrostatic paral!el electric fietd,

• while the last represents resistive dissipation. The first twoterms in Eq. (3) are associ-
ated with the divergence of r_he ion polarization current and represent the effect of finite
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ion inertia and FLR, the third term represents the self-advection of fluid vortici.ty, while
the fourth term is associated with visco_ dissipation. On the right hand side, the first
term is that associated with. field-line bending, the second with the hot particle drive,
while the [ast is the nonlinear J x B force. Now, since 7_ << _-', and '_ _kzp , < 1, we shall
treat the bulk nonlinearities: d ta MHD, ignoring the hot particle drive, electron Landau

i

damping, and retaining FLR modifications only when corrections to Eli ,x _- (w/kllc) Ali:
is required. Following standard procedures, s we adopt a quasilocal formulation ia Fourier
space, and follow the evolution of a test KAW (wavenumber k)in the turbulent bath of
other KAW's (wavenumber lc'). In the direct interaction approximation, s the transfer of
energy" between modes k and k _ is mediated by a third, beat mode k" = k + k'. In this
context, the content of the nonlinear terms in Eqs. (2)and (3} can be physically described
as the direct interaction of two slightly asymmetric, counter-propagating KAW's which,
in tu,rn, drive a low-frequency beat wave which resonates with the background turbulence.
[teratively substituting the solution of the beat fluctuation equations faro the nonlinear
terms in Eqs. (4) and (5)yields, after tedious manipulation, the following renormalized
set of equations:

A@

cOt 4 kllL _ "

where we have syrnmetrized the equations with the substitution ¢ - (va/c) _, assumed
rlc'/_r, = v for simplicity, and used AII_ = (1 + zv,)(_oa/_'a) _k _ (1 + k_p_/8)¢a. In
Eqs. (4) and (,5)_& - (_'/I6) Ek, g_._,'._"(_:'_- kl)P_<lO,-_'2>is the renormaIized nonlin-
earity, angular brackets denote a spectral average, 5,_, = ck_¢k,/B is the fluid velo'city,
and g_.,, _,,,_ (,'r/2)[8(,,,_o +_o_) + 6(_0- _'_)] is an approximation to the response func-
tion of DIA theor'y, s It is clear from the expression for d_ that the spectral transfer of
fluctuation energy" is nonlocal, and the nonlinearities vanish in the limit of zero Larmor

radius, as expected. By checking the limits of kj. >> k_. and ka. << k__, it may further-
more be verified that mean-squared magnetic flux is scattered to large scales, while fluid
energy" is transferred to small scales. It is straightforward to show from Eqs. (4) and (5)
that th:e renormalized nonlinearity affects only the real part of the dispersion relation,
resulting in a nonlinear frequency shift: : + a_k_. = _,_ "'2 __o, A (1 + _k'j.p;/4), without affecting
instability dynamics. Physically, the reason is that the pumping of magnetic flux [neg-
ative turbulent viscosity in Eq. (4)] exactly cancels the damping of fluid kinetic energy
[positive turbulent viscosity in Eq. (5)], thus thwarting the possibility of saturation by

.MHD turbulence. :Note that such subtleties is completely beyond, the scope of mixing ,
length theory, which simply replaces the collisional viscosity with a _urbulent one. Thus.
a-particle transport predictions based o,n mixing-length assumptions '_ should be regarded
with serious reservations.

V_) now recalculate the fluctuation amplitudes assuming that nonlinear a-particle in-
teractions rather than those associated with the bulk plasma govern saturation dynamics.
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Again, we examine two possibi_ites: ii nonlinear interactions characterized by a-Co.mpton
scat_.ering, and ii)' nonlinear saturation through setbinduced p_'ofile modificatio,n, m It i,s
found that although both of these processes, in addition to bulk ion Compton scattering
lead to saturation, the second is the most efficient. As before, it witI be more trar_spar-
ent to peHorm the calculation in the radi_y local than nontocal [imi:t. Tl_e a-particle
dynamics i,s described by the gyrokinetic equation:

where h =/_, -(e_/mo)O_Foo is the nonadiabatic piece of the a distribution function,
Q_ = -(eo/m_):(&,c,/w+ 0_,) Foo is the free energy source, &:c, = (k x _ll,/fi_ }. V _nFoo,

and L = ¢ -(Vlli/C ) AII, "" (1 - kll;Vlli/W) $ is the pert_bed e_ectromagneti, c fie_d. FOb

[owing the standard weak turbulence expansion, 11 to flint (linear), order we get: h,_t)___

-ir h(w- kttVll)Qowdo4)_. To next order, the beat fluctuation is obtained, and itera-
t_ve[y substituting it into the nonlinear term, we final:ly obtain the third order (nonlinear)
distribution function:

_,_:(3)__ i e_, k_vo_,_E elil!• k × k' _ (5(J' - kl;lVll:}"
n2_ _ k'

k7

• In deriving Eq. (7), we have used the fact that since the beat mode i,s at _ow frequency,
,.," << ,: _.. ,/, while the spectraliy averaged beat paralle_ wavelength i,s comparable to the

test and background parai_ei wavelengths, i.e., kll_.-, k_ ._ k" Details of the ¢allcu_ati,on wi_llli I1!"4
=(3)

be presented elsewhere. We may now estimate the saturation amplitudes by balancing tt_

against tz__}. The first set of terms in the square brackets in Eq. (7)dominates the second

by a factor (k'_/k_)(qR/n_ok'ap?)[T¢/(T_/3¢)] _/_ >> 1, and the balar_ce yields (t,,_, _) .-.
--'.,,--'.a(Ax):, or equivalently, B,./ B £ [q:'/3_(L apo/ n_o) (v,.,,/v,.t)a]'/_ (ignoring dectron
Landau damping). Physicaiiy, saturation is achieved when nonlinear stabilization through
velocity space steepening balances linear destabilization associated wit h t he configurat ion
space gradient. The experimental manifestation of nonlinear velocity space steepening is
a slowing down of the energetic a-particles contributing to instabil_ity, thus resulting in a
drop in the neutron signal due to the corresponding drop of the fusion cross section.

Bulk ion Compton scattering t_ of a-induced KAW's can be calculated in an entirely

analogous manner. We present here the final result and retegate details of the calculation
elsewhere. The saturation criterion is given by

z cTx).2 k'l': _(_.' < .]&J&, > _. . (8)
, 7,_-'_(eB" k_, _ll'k× -_') 7 _,

- where .]0_is a Bessel function of argument k_.u_./f_,, and < ... > __= f d_,__(...),:,_, exp(-ul/u/a,),
• and _.'., :> kilt)li has been assumed. The resuking rms fluctuation levels are (/),/B),,_.,_

[3_,q(T_/T_) (Lp,/ L_ ) (p,,L 4/ R_)] t/_



ii __F aaIly, we c_cuIate the fluctuation amphtudes ass ,,.tming saturation ,iisachieved through
seLf-induced profiIe modification. In other words,, we ask to what level _uctuatio,ns wo,u_d

gro,w from thermal, noise in order to balance the change iin resonant particle kiinetiic energy
from the time of instability onset to the tiime when the iostabi_i, ty free energy reservoi, r iis
turned off due to profit'e ad}ustment. As: is obvious: from energy conservation, lit ca r_ be

shown that the change in th,e resonant particle kinetiic en?xgy is equal_ to the wave energy, i
i.e._

-- IEJ,I + IID ,AK- Aj,,,.,.. day 2 FOo= -A dak (_,D,.)) " ,2 _:,J km,,,

where D, is: the re_ part of the dielectric function. Expanding Foo about the resonance,
i.e., F0o _- F0o(0)+ v- Vv F0o, and using an isotropic stowing-down distribution, the mlti,al_':" " '
slope i,sgiven by &,FOo = -{3/v) _F0_,, while at saturation, the si'ope has adjiusted to s:htT,t
off the free energy source: O,,Foo =. tw._,o/_a)_tv/v_)_ f'0_,, lt i;s then straightforward to
cMcul_ate the change in the resonant parti,c[e kinetic energy:

&K ' ,,_,

Equation (9)', makes eminent physi<al: sense orice lt i_sreaiized t_at the term i,n,tk,e square
brackets is: simply the width of the resonance region in velocity space squared, i,.e., i

[A(w/k'll:)]=, while the las_ parenthesis represents the "average" free ermrgy which has
been tapped by the instability. The _uctuati, on ampBtudes are then given by

C U_' --_ -- 8)? (_0):,

Comparing Eq. (I0)with the corresponding expressions previously obtained for a and
bulk ion Compton scattering, we conclude that self-induced pro_le modification, where
the instabilitysaturates by shutting off the free energy source, is the domiir_ant saturation
mechanism. Stated differently, it is more efficient for the instability to saturate by turni, ng
off the source of free energy than by coupling to di,ssipation t_rour_ rmnLinear transfer
of fluctuation energy. From the level curves of this quasilinear plateau formation, i.e.,
E/wA + x/V.o = conat, it is clear that as the particles slow down in er_et'gy through
velocity-space steepening, they diffuse ou'tward in the radial: direction, a topic we tur_ to
next.

Having calcul,ated the saturation amplitudes, we are now in a position to self-consistently
ca_cuiate t_e quasilinear radial particle _uxes. The time evolution of the equi,_i_brium e-
p,article distribution function is given b v OFoo/Ot = -)F_./Or, where F_:._ ((c_ +
,.,IIB,/B) f_) is the a-particle phase space flux. Substituting in for lo, we obtain

t

= , _ - - _2 : (_"-_"+ _-'Oe)F_,,, (t t)

6



where _= (_:/kt_tic)Al_li" The physics: of co_ecti, ve a-partide transport can be read o_
di,rectty from Eq. (_1)_. First, h i,s the breaking of the _ongitu, di_na_ {i.e., acti, on)t i,n,variiant

Ins c[_aracterized by the resonance function i,n Eq. (I1_)]I that a_ows: circutatin, g, a's: to
di,ft,use radia_y. [nd_, t_e good coet_nement of circulating energetic parti, c_es in preser_t-

day machines must be understood i,n hght of this: observat[or_: ra in the abser_ce of high,-

w frequency (e.g., Atfv_ni_c)_fluctuat_or_s:, the actior_ invaria,ttt i_scormerved, a_d her_ce, t_ere
can be _o net (i.e., secui_)! radial loss of hot ions:. Sec.o_d, since Ei:li _0 and we are

considering [ow-_ pistons, there i,s neghgible parallel: exchange of energy betweer._ t h,e

MHD wave and ,',:particles:. Rather, the wave-particle interaction is. characterized by

perpeadicul, ar energy excI_ange, i.e., _'_, • E,.¢ o¢ w_,/3,. Thi, s is the p hys_cs co,nter_t of

the reduction factor (w_,/w)_ 2' << I appearing in Eq. (11 }. T_us, orbit stochasti, zati, oe by

magnetic perturbations, by _tse[f, i,s a deficient, prescription for a particle transport, and
indeed, leads: to an overestimate of transport levels:. Assuming the corre[a_i_or_ bet weer,

f_uctuati, ons _t the same po[o_da_ _armoni, c dominates over those at di,fferen¢ harmon_i<s:,

and integrating over velocity space assuming a slowi,ng-dowr_ di,s_tr_bution [,unc tj,on, we

obtain the _-partic_e di,ffusio_ e_uatioa.: /9_n'o_ = &.(Do &noo}, where

... _rva _o'a_.= (< 0 /},.,,-t ,_:. 0 /}_,,._+ _')) - .3e _' .3. )'po :,,= (<,,g ,v I,>+{I ' )- Or. B ar B _...,,=,_,,._

is '_h.e a-parth:_e difft_sion coe_ci, ent. Substituting from Eq. (1_0}, and ig_oriing vetocitv

space stabilization and eUectron Landau damping,_ we obtain

• Do ,-_ :3S¢22 [-'_ ul ] p, LA ez'./' _' _a e"a,_ -

In summary, we have systematica_l T investigated .four possible routes by wgi_ch c_-

particte destabiSzed KAW's could achieve saturation: =onhnear MHD mode-couph, r_g of

K AW's, couphng of KAW's to bu_k ion acoustic turbul'ence, nonhnear a-Compton scatter-

iz_g, and self-induced profile modification through coI'_ective processes:. The _rst oi these

was shown to give rise only to a =ord irmar real frequer_cy shift without affectir_g i,r_stabi,_[ty

dynamics, while the [,ast mecha.n_sm, by rapidly deplet_r_g the free _aergy reservoi_r, was

shown to be the most e_cieet means oi achieving saturation. T_e ermrgetic parti_c_es d_f-

fuse rad}a_y out while slowing dow_ in energy, resulting i,a a reductior_ of the cross-section

for fusion reactioo, s, and a consequer_t drep in. neutron productior_. We conclude by rmtir_g

an important impl:ication of the _rst mechani, sm we i,nvestigated for the so-ca_ed toro,idal.'

Atfv4n gap (TAE) mode. _4 S:ir_ce the TAg mode and real. dispersion c!_ cteri.sti_c:, are

governed entirely by bulk p_asma dynamics, o_ the basis if the present anakysi, s, we m,ay

estimate the level of fluctuations that wou_d be required to nord}nearly push, th`e d}screte

frequency _ato the continu-am, thezeby damping it.. The width of the gap bs of order

e_-'A, and we estimate b./B _ e_l_{p_/R)(,v,_/va),,_ .5 x t0-a.. Th`ese are rat_er _arge

• _uctuation Ievels, and so we conchs.de that the gap is robust to aonhnear modi, fi.cati.ort.
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